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THEMED ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING
Catalog Number IQWW*

Fixture Type:

The IQ Wall Wash is a compact luminaire with a proprietary designed A-Symmetrical reflector that optimizes the output of double ended T3, 78-79mm quartz lamps. This unit is designed for use on track, canopy or portable applications and can be used anywhere a broad even field of light is needed in both horizontal and vertical planes. The IQ Wall Wash accepts optional barndoors, spread or linear lenses as well as stripped glass and dichroic filters. Typical applications are museum, retail, restaurant, art gallery and other architectural venues.

IQWW shown w/ optional barndoors
Part # IQWW-BD4-

Specifications subject to change without notice.

100-200 Watt Double Ended T3
IQ Wall Wash

Features:
- Compatible w/Altman Smart Track™
- Track, Canopy, Stem and Unistrut options
- Highly polished reflector, computer designed for broad even light distribution
- Pyrex safety lens
- Tool tilt lock w/ degree markings
- Tool free re-lamping
- Laser cut steel housing
- Optional barndoor accessory for beam cropping
- U.L., c.U.L., ETL, cETL listed for 200 watts max.
- Made in the USA
- 39 or 70 watt CDM available
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